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Abstract

Due to a steeply growing number of energy assets, the increasingly decentralized
and segmented energy sector fuels the potential for new digital use cases. In this
paper, we focus our attention on the application field of asset logging, which
addresses the collection, documentation, and usage of relevant asset data for
direct or later verification. We identified a number of promising use cases that so
far have not been implemented; supposedly due to the lack of a suitable technical
infrastructure. Besides a high degree of complexity associated with various
stakeholders and the diversity of assets involved, the main challenge we found in
asset logging use cases is to guarantee the tamper-resistance and integrity of the
stored data while meeting scalability, addressing cost requirements, and
protecting sensitive data. Against this backdrop, we present a blockchain-based
platform and argue that it can meet all identified requirements. Our proposed
technical solution hierarchically aggregates data in Merkle trees and leverages
Merkle proofs for the efficient and privacy-preserving verification of data integrity
thereby ensuring scalability even for highly frequent data logging. By connecting
all stakeholders and assets involved on the platform through bilateral and
authenticated communication channels and adding a blockchain as a shared
foundation of trust, we implement a wide range of asset logging use cases in a
cost-effective manner, and provide the basis for leveraging platform effects in
future use cases that build on verifiable data. Along with the technical aspects of
our solution, we discuss the challenges of its practical implementation in the
energy sector and the next steps for testing through a regulatory sandbox
approach.

Keywords: Asset Management; Distributed Ledger; Energy Assets; Merkle
Proofs; Privacy; Self-sovereign Identities

Introduction
In light of the ongoing energy transition, the energy sector is subject to significant

changes, which are expected to further accelerate in the future. The ever-larger

number of decentralized energy assets, most notably wind turbines and photovoltaic

systems, but also stationary batteries and battery electric vehicles, increases the

complexity of the energy system at a challenging pace. As of today, some owners

and operators of energy assets struggle with these changes while others are keen to

seize emerging opportunities.

A major field of development and change in the energy sector is the acquisition

and usage of digital data for the documentation and verification of the state and

operation of assets [1]. For one thing, digitalization in general is a necessity to
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monitor and evaluate a large number of often decentralized assets and ensure the

proper functioning of the complex energy system [2]. This is particularly important

for assets of systemic relevance and assets that are newly integrated into already

digitalized processes. In addition, reliable digital asset data can enable use cases

that were previously unfeasible or impractical. In this regard, complex processes

with high demand regarding up-to-date data availability and temporal resolution

can be newly implemented through the appropriate provision and handling of high

quality data [3].

To achieve actual progress, we focus our research on a field of applications be-

yond the mere digitization of asset data. Through systematic dialogues and focus

groups with experts of partner companies from the energy sector, we identified that

most relevant use cases are characterized by a small yet challenging set of common

requirements. These use cases, to which we refer to as “asset logging” use cases,

generally demand tamper-resistance and verifiability along the entire chain of data

usage and traceability of the chronological sequence of collected data, while main-

taining data privacy and sovereignty required by the data’s respective owner. In

turn, these specifications led to our research on device-specific machine identities

and a decentralized, blockchain-based platform [4]. In this paper, we aim to cre-

ate a strong understanding of the requirements, challenges and potentials of the

group of asset logging use cases. We present our novel digital platform architecture

that we designed and implemented to realize the identified use cases and showcase

how it meets the identified requirements. A discussion of prevailing issues and chal-

lenges for the intended practical implementation of selected use cases in a sandbox

approach completes our contribution.

Use Case Assessment in the Energy Sector
In the energy sector, the transition to digitalization and new digital business ap-

proaches tends to be a relatively slow process [5]. As for asset logging, we found that

even though the documentation and verification of assets is a necessity for many

applications[6], there is still a lack of clear standards and a strong dependency on

different degrees of digitalization [1], which opens up room for improvements. At the

same time, an increasing overlap and interaction of different roles creates the need

as well as the opportunity for new use cases in the field. One example of such new

stakeholders in the energy system is the “prosumer”, who has emerged as a hybrid

of the two conventional roles of electricity producer and electricity consumer as a

result of the increasing electricity production by traditional end consumer through

their own photovoltaic systems [7, 8].

Basics and Preliminary Investigation

Definition of Asset Logging

To ensure a shared understanding, a clear definition of asset logging as a field of

application is essential. According to our definition, asset logging comprises scenar-

ios, in which data from registered assets is logged and stored for later or ongoing

verification of certain propositions or processes. Thus, asset logging use cases gen-

erally consist of three primary steps: data collection, tamper-resistant data storage,

and verification whether certain conditions, which were agreed upon ex-ante, are

met on the basis of collected data.
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Warranty management represents an exemplary use case. In order to assess in

hindsight whether warranty conditions are met, the operation of relevant assets

is continuously monitored. Asset data documenting its operation is periodically

collected and stored in a tamper-resistant way. If a warrantee raises a warranty

claim, the tamper-resistant data serves for assessment whether the asset has been

operated according to conditions defined in the warranty agreement. If this is the

case, the warranty claim is valid. As the data is only shared in the case of a warranty

claim, business secrets of the warrantee are preserved. Due to tamper-resistant data

storage, the warrantor can be certain that only genuinely valid warranty cases are

confirmed, while the warrantee is assured that all warranty cases can be provably

claimed on the basis of verifiable data.

Initial Research

Previous research has already identified asset logging as one of the most promising

fields of application for a digital, potentially blockchain-based platform [9]. Inspired

by this research, we conducted a close, systematic exchange via bilateral workshops

with focus groups of interested, relevant partner companies from the energy sector.

In these interactions, we recognized that various stakeholders with different roles

in the energy sector are owning or operating a variety of often decentralized energy

assets. On the one hand, we identified that existing challenges associated with a

lack of digitalization in this field of application can be remedied by a fully auto-

mated platform solution. On the other hand, we determined that we can ensure

tamper-resistance and data integrity in these cases through the usage of blockchain

technology. Furthermore, use cases could be implemented that could previously not

or only with difficulty be realized, as the handling of large numbers of both dif-

ferent assets and different stakeholders could be enabled through a platform with

automated documentation and verification.

Potential Assessment

Building on our insights of the preceding project, we now took a more detailed

and methodical look at the application field of asset logging, its relevant and suited

use cases and requirements to realize such use cases. For a start, we identified the

potential of asset logging use cases by estimating the number of eligible assets in

Germany. For the numbers of today, we gathered status quo data, whereas for our

estimation of 2030, we used political targets and projections. In line with [10], we

found renewable generation plants as well as electricity consumption and storage

units to be the most relevant groups of assets in this regard.

Figure 1 displays the resulting list and numbers of potential assets in the energy

sector. As of today, already more than three million assets are potentially of rel-

evance for use cases in the field of asset logging, where photovoltaic systems and

heat pumps account for the largest numbers of assets. Within the next decade, we

estimate that the number of relevant assets is likely to multiply, resulting in over

17 million potentially applicable assets for 2030. With more than half of the poten-

tial assets, battery electric vehicles are anticipated to be by far the most relevant

group of assets for 2030, while photovoltaic systems continue to play a major role

with a share of more than 20 %. As the number of assets potentially suitable for
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Figure 1 Estimation of the number of units in different fields that are relevant for asset logging,
based on national policy goals, such as [11] for battery electric vehicles, and own calculations
derived from simulations of the future energy system [12].

logging solutions will most likely grow significantly in the future, we expect asset

logging to increasingly gain relevance. For further investigations of the real poten-

tial and motivation of the energy sector to implement such use cases and to test

our technical solutions developed in this context, we must identify, discuss and rank

potentially relevant use cases.

Use Case Analysis

In our current research, we set out to methodologically develop and select relevant

use cases in the field of asset logging. For this purpose, we implemented a three-step

process to identify, prioritize and select use cases, which should potentially be tested

later in a sandbox approach. Our use case process allowed us to combine practical

input from our partner companies of the energy sector and scientific expertise of the

interdisciplinary project team in the fields of energy economics, computer science,

and legal science.

Identification

To start with the identification and development of potentially relevant use cases,

we conducted a total of eleven bilateral workshops with more than 70 expert par-

ticipants from various business areas of the energy sector. Apart from public utility

companies, partners from large energy providers, full-service providers, as well as

from component manufacturers and both distribution network operators and trans-

mission system operators were represented. In a first phase of the workshops, a total

of 90 separate high-level discussions were hold on 32 different use cases, 16 of which

we assign to the field of asset logging. In a second phase, most of the workshop time

was devoted to in-depth interviews concerning the specific benefits and pitfalls of

the use cases considered to be most relevant for each group of experts.

Resulting from these focused examinations, we identified twelve asset logging use

cases to be of high relevance for both commercial application and scientific research
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in the fields of energy economics, computer science, and legal science. These use

cases are characterized by high business potential, where an economic added value

in the form of cost savings or additionally generated revenues through automation

is frequently complemented by an added value in tamper resistance and privacy of

the data. Additionally, it is precisely these high expectations on tamper-resistant

processing and transfer of data for verification in combination with the prevailing

demands for data privacy and data sovereignty that make the cases highly interest-

ing from a scientific point of view. Finally, we clustered the identified twelve asset

logging use cases based on their data requirements and created a comprehensive

definition for each relevant use case, including user story, added value, required

data, descriptions of the roles involved, and various representations of the process

flow. An overview of the asset logging use cases as well as exemplary parts of the

use case definitions are published in [10].

Prioritization

The second methodological step consists of combining several use case rankings

that were developed after the workshops. We created a first ranking of the use cases

based on the insights of the workshop series, taking the gained assessment over

stakeholder benefits, technical requirements, customer potential and legal obstacles

as perceived by the partner companies into account. Here, the frequency as well as

the depth of detail and recognized relevance were converted into a numerical rating.

A second ranking was compiled by incorporating the view of all participating

research institutes. To do so, all research partners provided an expert assessment

of the use cases from a legal, technical and energy economics perspective. Again,

we converted these assessments into a single numerical rating. Combining these two

rankings, a conclusive ranking was created which thus reflects both the practice-

oriented view of the partner companies and the research perspective of scientific

experts. On the basis of this ranking, we concluded that eight of the previously

identified asset logging use cases have a fundamentally high relevance across all

perspectives.

Selection

In a third and final step, we selected those use cases best suited for actual implemen-

tation under real conditions. To be selected, a use case must meet two conditions:

First, it must have both a high business potential and a high added value from a

research perspective. This condition is represented by a high ranking in the con-

clusive ranking resulting from the prioritization step. Second, efforts arising from

an initial implementation must be manageable, which implies easy access to asset

data and voluntary participation of stakeholders. From the pool of identified asset

logging use cases, four use cases meet these conditions [10]:

1) Service and maintenance models, where contractual agreements are verified

through the tamper-resistant documentation of maintenance data

2) Warranty management, where a warranty claim is verified through the tamper-

resistant documentation of asset data

3) Operation contracting, where the operation of an asset is outsourced and thus

documented in a tamper-resistant manner to prevent conflicts between operator

and owner
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4) Regulatory requirements, where tamper-resistant asset data is transmitted for

regulatory requirements such as verification or proof of provision.

These four use cases share similar data and infrastructure requirements, such that

implementing one use case makes implementing the other use cases easier due to

emerging synergies.

Requirements for Asset Logging in the Energy Sector

In the course of the use case process, we found that a shared set of requirements

must be met for all relevant asset logging use cases. The requirements we identified

can be classified in two groups. In group one, requirements for data measurement

and collection are defined. The second group specifies requirements for the actual

technical solution i. e. the platform architecture. Here, we outline the necessities for

the storage, processing and further use of collected data on the platform.

Data Measurement and Collection Requirements

To ensure data integrity in asset logging, the entire chain of data processing must be

tamper-resistant, which includes the step of data collection. Hence, tamper-resistant

data collection must be technically possible, which means that manipulation of data

during or immediately after measurement must be prevented on all accounts [3]. At

the same time, the data must be clearly attributable to its origin, i. e. the cor-

responding asset, where the chronological sequence of the measurement must be

transparent [3]. We refer to this set of requirements as traceability. In addition,

the asset owner or operator must permit the tamper-resistant collection of asset

data. In this regard, most asset owners demand data privacy and data sovereignty,

especially since the data might contain sensitive business secrets.

In the case of warranty management, for instance, the following types of data

must be collected: maintenance and operation schedule, maintenance and availabil-

ity reports, and operational data. These different types of data are measured and

collected by different means at different intervals, e. g., maintenance reports are

compiled at the discrete time of reporting, whereas operational data is continuously

collected by sensors in a fixed temporal resolution. Regardless of these differences,

all data must be collected in a tamper-resistant, traceable manner and their further

use must be permitted by the asset owner.

Architecture Requirements

As the collected data must be stored for later use or processing, requirements arise

for the technical implementation of a suitable data platform. For asset logging, these

architecture requirements are:

1) Ex-post verification of data integrity

2) Protection of business or trade secrets

3) Secure identification of participating stakeholders

4) Scalability of the platform.

As all relevant asset logging use cases involve some kind of data verification process,

all data stored on and accessed from the platform must be both traceable and

tamper-resistant to ensure data integrity. Similar to the requirements during data

collection, a sufficient degree of data privacy is demanded to protect important
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business or trade secrets without impeding the verification process. Furthermore, all

relevant stakeholders, which include public authorities in some cases, must be able

to clearly identify themselves when accessing the platform. Finally, the platform

must be designed in a way that guarantees scalability, i. e. that it can be easily

expanded to additional use cases and participants, and at the same time ensure

cost-effectiveness.

Technical Background
To provide a basic understanding of our proposed technical solution for asset log-

ging that meets all requirements, we must first outline the relevant technological

concepts of metering infrastructure, relevant aspects of blockchain technology, and

Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) in the following.

Tamper-resistant Metering Infrastructure

To guarantee data integrity along the entire data processing line, tamper resistance

is a basic prerequisite right from the data collection stage. For this reason, the me-

tering infrastructure directly at the asset must meet high data security and privacy

standards for asset logging use cases. To discuss these requirements for metering,

the smart metering infrastructure in Germany is considered as a relevant example,

since its technological development is well advanced and comprehensive standards

for secure data processing and transmission exist [13]. Other data collecting tech-

nology must meet the same criteria as defined in Use Case Assessment in the Energy

Sector, for which no industrial standard as with smart meters has been defined yet.

The basic principle of smart metering infrastructure is to provide government-

certified infrastructure for tamper resistance, privacy and traceability of the data

collection process [13]. In this context, the smart meter provides tamper-resistant

and traceable measurements of at least electrical energy, with meter readings at

15-minute-intervals, electricity feed-in (for electricity generating assets), and grid

status (current, voltage and phase angle) [14]. These measurements can be for-

warded through an encrypted Local Metrological Network (LMN) to the Smart

Meter Gateway (SMGW), which can transmit meter data towards authorized stake-

holders via an encrypted Wide Area Network (WAN) [15]. The smart meter rollout

in the European Union follows respective guidelines [16]. Since implementation of

the guideline is in the responsibility of the member states, progress on meters, infras-

tructure, and rollout differs within the member states of the European Union [17].

Blockchain Technology

A blockchain represents a particular type of distributed data structure that contains

information grouped into blocks. Each node participating in the peer-to-peer net-

work redundantly stores the data. Since each block refers to the previous block using

a hash pointer, the data blocks are chronologically ordered and concatenated into a

chain. Any modifications to data in the chain are detected, making the blockchain

a tamper-resistant database [18, 19]. Upon creating a transaction, a user digitally

signs their transaction using a private key. Prior to processing transactions, the

nodes use the sender’s public key to verify the transaction. Thus, a blockchain

relies on public-private key cryptography to ensure the legitimacy of transactions.
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Figure 2 Merkle tree and Merkle proof.

When transactions are propagated on the network, nodes must agree on the state of

the system, i. e., the integrity of the transactions and the correct order of the blocks.

The mechanisms for reaching consensus are manifold and imply different benefits

and drawbacks [20, 21, 22, 23]. Using consensus protocols eliminates the need for a

central trusted party, which is seen as a core value of the technology [24]. After the

network reaches consensus, each node adds this new block to its own copy of the

blockchain [18]. Researchers and practitioners generally distinguish between the de-

sign parameters access restriction and reading/writing permissions [20]. The former

addresses whether transactions are publicly visible or only visible to pre-defined

parties. The latter design parameter defines whether participation in consensus and

the validation of transactions is permissioned or permissionless.

The hash of a block is derived from the data stored in the block, e. g., transac-

tions, a timestamp, or the difficulty. Transactions and their corresponding metadata

are typically saved in a data structure using a Merkle tree. Merkle trees allow to

efficiently aggregate arbitrarily transactions or data sets within one hash. Using

a binary Merkle tree, data points are repeatedly hashed in pairs to form a final

hash. This last represents a cryptographic commitment to all the underlying trans-

actions or “leaves”, also referred to as Merkle root. In addition, Merkle trees allow

the integrity of a data point to be verified using only a subset of the hashed data

points [25]. Against this backdrop, Merkle Proofs (MPs) are generated. MPs allow

third parties to verify the integrity of a data point solely on the basis of a subset of

hashed data and corresponding Merkle roots. As a result, this enables verification

with low computational overhead compared to hashing all data points in a stream.

In this case, a verifier would need the hashes of all data points to verify that a

particular data point was included in the processing. The depth of a binary Merkle

tree (and hence the computational and storage complexity of a MP) scales with

log2(N), or in a p-ary tree with logp(N), where N represents the number of data

entry points. In the case where every data point is individually hashed, the leghtn

of the hash list scales with N . As pointed out above, verifiers require only a subset

of hashes to verify the integrity of a data point when using MPs. This mechanism is

illustrated in Figure 2. In order to create a referencing structure along blockchains,

each block points towards the Merkle root of the transactions of the previous block.

In addition to storing plain data such as transactions, it is also possible to integrate

business logic into the blockchain via the deployment of Smart Contracts (SCs). SCs

are computer programs that execute predefined code when certain conditions are
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met [26, 27]. Generally, external information, i. e. a transaction to a SC, triggers

the inherent functions. Thus, with the introduction of the Ethereum blockchain,

decentralized applications and digital tokens could be implemented using SCs for

the first time and enables the creation of new ecosystems [27]. In sum, researchers

and practitioners acknowledge several important characteristics of the technology

[18, 19, 21, 28, 29, 30]. First, by using cryptographic hash references, blockchains

establish tamper-resistant data records [18]. Second, consensus mechanisms provide

a single source of truth [29]. Third, its distributed manner and redundant data

storage ensure a relatively high resistance against malicious attacks and crashes

[21]. Fourth, MPs facilitate the verification of data integrity [25]. Fifth, SCs allow

to implement arbitrary business logic on blockchains [27]. As a result, blockchains

are considered as highly trusted, which is beneficial for critical infrastructures such

as the energy sector [31, 32], and enable the implementation of other technologies.

Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI)

Our discussions in the bilateral workshops with stakeholders revealed that siloed

and outdated data are frequent problems in the energy sector. Furthermore, the

commonly used public key infrastructure is always relying on the communication

with trusted third parties in order to verify the correctness of existing data [33]. To

achieve authenticated and End-to-End (E2E) encrypted bilateral communication

channels between certain parties, identities and their attributes remain indispens-

able – regardless of analog or digital information exchange [34]. Concerning the

latter, the verifiability of credentials without physical interaction remains an issue.

In addition, digital identities can mostly be duplicated indefinitely. A centralized

identity management solution addresses these problems but may not leave the users

in control of their own information [35, 36, 37]. Against this backdrop, concepts like

SSI provide an architecture to leverage portable identities saved in a decentralized

manner [38, 39]. It can best be described with an analogy from the real world:

Everyone possesses a wallet which contains multiple plastic cards like a drivers li-

cence or a personal ID card. In the context of SSI, this storage relates to the digital

wallet, which can be represented by an app on the owner’s smartphone [40]. The

physical identification cards themselves only contain the relevant information for a

certain context. Drivers licenses may include the name of drivers and the range of

vehicles they are allowed to drive, but not their birthplace, as it is not important

in a traffic control. The issuing authority, like the federal state, ensures the credi-

bility, tamper-resistance and uniqueness of the document and makes its underlying

schema publicly available. Therefore, third parties can verify its integrity without

contacting the issuer. SSI provides a similar approach to physical ID cards by us-

ing Verifiable Credentials (VCs) [41, 37]. VCs contain identity data about their

owner, which are digitally signed by trustworthy authorities using cryptographic

techniques [42]. Usually they are stored in a dedicated digital wallet to which only

the owner has access. In addition, the rise of agents provide a complementary solu-

tion by managing certain VCs without the need for the owner to be permanently

available [43, 44]. Either way, credentials are generally not transferred directly to

other parties: The owner generates Verifiable Presentations (VPs) of one or more

VCs, respectively a subset of their properties, to present tamper-resistant evidence
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to a verifying party [45, 42]. VCs are not limited to information itself but include

possibilities to also provide statements, e.g., whether a person is a resident of a

certain city. The underlying cryptographic techniques include amongst others Zero-

Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs). ZKPs solely guarantee the validity of a statement and

do not disclose any additional information, thereby preserving privacy [46].

With the absence of physical interaction and the need for secure data transmission,

SSI assigns unique identifiers, Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), to all participating

parties leading to E2E encrypted message channels. DIDs must hence be created

decentrally and should be renewed for every interaction, especially when natural

persons are participating, to ensure that correlations are impossible. A standard

format developed by the W3C defines three mandatory components of a DID [47]:

The first part contains the underlying URI-schema followed by the DID method

which specifies the chosen DLT and how operations shall be executed. The third

block completes the DID by providing a method-specific identifier. A given DID re-

solves to a linked DID document consisting of related information like cryptographic

details.

However, in order to a achieve a fully integrated system, further infrastructural

components are necessary. To verify the integrity of VPs, information about their

underlying schema and their issuers is essential. In addition, credentials can be

revoked at any given time by the original issuer. Therefore a registry must be

established to verify that a VC is valid. Using such a public yet privacy-ensuring

registry in combination with the verification of the issuer’s digital signature, holders

can prove that a VC is not revoked without contacting the issuer. Against this

background, the blockchain is considered perfectly suited for an unbiased registry.

Due to its decentralized, high available and tamper-resistant nature, blockchain can

thus perfectly facilitate the convergence to other technologies such as SSI, releasing

synergies created by the combination of both [43, 48].

Platform Architecture for Asset Logging
We propose a decentralized blockchain-based approach for the architecture of our

platform. This could impede monopolization and increase stakeholder acceptance

through direct participation. Since there are no alternative centralized approaches

to the best of our knowledge, a comparison in this regard has yet to be made [9].

Architecture Development

In order to easily verify data integrity, it is reasonable to first write plaintext data

to the blockchain. However, storing plaintext data on the blockchain raises privacy

concerns and thus may violate data protection requirements. To reconcile data

verifiability and privacy, hashes of data are therefore stored on the blockchain. In

addition, scalability is critical to save data efficiently on the blockchain. Given these

requirements, MPs offer a suitable solution to achieve this goal.

Limitations of Existing Blockchain-based Approaches

On the basis of our derived requirements, we propose an approach building on four

essential components: Tamper-resistant data logging through certified components

(e. g., sensors), digital signatures as well as the authenticated and E2E encrypted
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bilateral data exchange via SSI, blockchain technology, and Merkle trees. Overall,

our architecture involves interactions of two players. Generally, asset owners take

the role of provers while any other stakeholder might represent a verifier. In a typical

use case, asset owners or operators aim to prove that their asset data is reliable –

i. e., authentic at the time of generation, and unchanged since. Verifiers check ex-

post that the data is trustworthy with high reliability. As data is shared in cases of

disputes, provers might have conflicts of interest, which may spur manipulations.

Against this backdrop, verifiers are interested in tamper-resistant data storage.

A simple and frequently suggested solution to achieve this goal would run

blockchain clients on assets to directly push the data that they generated onto a dis-

tributed ledger. Due to a blockchain’s familiar characteristics of tamper-resistance

and practical immutability, this would ensure a high level of trust and availability of

data to third parties when they request it later; in fact, verifiers could directly query

the relevant data from their own blockchain node or request it from a node that

they trust. However, when following this approach, we would encounter two signif-

icant problems. On the one hand, data privacy is not guaranteed as any blockchain

node would be able to access the data under consideration. This challenge could be

solved by hashing the written data and providing plain-text data to third parties

off-chain through a bilateral communication channel. Yet, on the other hand, we

would encounter large scalability issues. Storing data on public blockchains such as

Ethereum is typically highly expensive and only feasible to a very limited amount

in the order of a few kilobytes per second[1]. In addition, the performance of permis-

sioned blockchains is also limited to a few hundred up to a few thousand transactions

per second [50]. Even if optimizing for upload capacity, a medium-sized Hyperledger

Fabric network, which is a popular permissioned blockchain and one of the enter-

prise blockchains with the highest performance in a larger comparison [50], cannot

upload more than 15 MB/s of data even with solid hardware [51]. Taking into ac-

count that millions of assets in the energy sector are potentially relevant and a

high temporal granularity would require each of them to send a sensor date every

few minutes, this exceeds the capacity of permissionless blockchains by orders of

magnitude and even the capacity of dedicated permissioned networks. In addition,

the redundant storage of these amounts of data are expensive and waste storage

resources. Thus, solely registering asset data in plain text or in hashed form on

distributed ledgers does not fulfill the requirements set out in Use Case Assessment

in the Energy Sector.

Proposed Architecture

Against this backdrop, our architecture builds on hierarchical aggregation of data in

the form of Merkle trees. The entire architecture is depicted in Figure 3. Accordingly,

we propose that data logging modules of assets make use of their private keys to sign

their generated data. We propose so as signatures allow to ensure authenticity of

logged data. In specific, a third party can verify whether the provided data actually

[1]On the Ethereum blockchain, a single block typically contains around 50 kB of data, and the
average block time is around 13 s. An operation for only storing data in a SC consumes 20,000
gas, which is required for the network’s computational work. Thus, the theoretical maximum for a
simple storing operation would be 50 transactions per second (or 650 transactions per block). At
present, the empirical mean is 15 transactions per second on Ethereum, driven by more complex
computations and consequently requiring larger amounts of gas [49].
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Figure 3 Asset logging architecture.

stems from the asset referred to. In case data remains unsigned, verifiers have no

means to ensure whether the data was generated by an asset under contract or

any other asset. Thus, no matter which processing mechanisms are applied, digital

signatures should always be used to ensure data authenticity.

The entire process of the asset logging’s business logic is illustrated in the sequence

diagram in Figure 4. After signing the logged data for a certain epoch (e.g., every

15 minutes), assets send the data to their owner (or an aggregation service provider)

using a bilateral, E2E-encrypted communication channel. Subsequently to receiving

the signed data, owners aggregate the received data into a binary Merkle tree.

Consructing a Merkle tree involves the subsequent hashing of signed transaction

data. As a result, asset owners generate a Merkle root that consists of the asset’s

logged data as displayed in Figure 2. Asset owners run a blockchain client that sends

the Merkle root to a specific SC address, which in turn includes the Merkle root

in a batch, writing a new block to the blockchain. Thus, the Merkle root stored on

the blockchain represents a digital fingerprint of the logged asset data for a distinct

epoch.

In addition, asset owners locally save the asset’s logged data in plain text, the full

Merkle tree, including its root and the block number. The block number is included

in the SC transaction receipt when the block is stored on the blockchain. Against

this backdrop, owners can provide third parties with relevant signed plain text

data upon request over a bilateral E2E encrypted communication channel. After

receiving the relevant plain-text data, third parties can request a MP to verify that

the logged data has not been changed in the meantime. Based on the Merkle tree,

asset owners generate a MP on demand (e. g., by a third party) containing the path

to the corresponding root of the Merkle tree, which requires only a minimum number

of hashes and configuration information. Then, third parties can first verify digital

signatures using the public keys from corresponding DID documents. Second, using

the MP it can be verified whether the data provided by the asset owner represents

a valid input to the corresponding root. Third, verifiers check whether the MP is

based on the same Merkle root as saved on the blockchain (see Figure 4). Based on

this information, the third party can verify the integrity of the data.
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Figure 4 Sequence diagram.

Requirements-based Evaluation

The proposed approach bears three central advantages. First, by compressing large

batches of data at once, MPs represent a scalable solution. With an arbitrary

amount of data points, the size of Merkle roots remains at fixed size (e.g. 256

bits when relying on SHA256). Thus, no matter how many data points are used

as an input, on-chain transaction data remains at a predetermined size. Second,

as verifiers require only a subset of encrypted records, verification of the Merkle

tree scales (both the computational complexity for the verifier and the amount of

communication that is necessary between the prover and the verifier) with log2(N).

Third, in contrast to unordered batching of data points, MPs enable privacy by

default. This is as verifying the integrity of MPs requires only surrounding hashes

of the respective data input (see also Figure 2). Thus, no additional data points

must be revealed. In contrast, while unstructured batching of data to a single hash

also is considered a scalable solution, it requires revealing all other inputs to verify

the integrity of the resulting hash. Third, due to high entropy, Merkle roots also do

not allow to trace back to the input data (as do single hashes). Hence, resistance

to preimage attacks can be considered high [25].

As a result, by storing only Merkle roots on a blockchain that are associated with

a large number of sensor values (from multiple sensors or multiple epochs), privacy

risk and scalability issues are minimized. Thus, our approach can be considered
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scalable and privacy-preserving and does not reveal any trade and business secrets

or personal data. Notably, the blockchain does not guarantee that the original data,

hence the logged data by an asset, has been altered by the owner or the operator

in the first place. However, the energy sector provides certified infrastructures, such

that we may rely on trusted data logging devices (see Tamper-resistant Metering

Infrastructure). Combining a blockchain-based approach, digital signatures at the

point of trusted data creation and resource-friendly verification mechanisms allow

to verify whether an alteration has taken place. Furthermore, our approach allows

for a public, permissionless blockchain as it serves for tamper-resistant storage of

Merkle roots only. The transactions themselves do not reveal any information with-

out bilateral exchange of plain-text data from asset owners. We propose an open

platform, which any stakeholder can access at any time and is private by design. As

a result, our platform is not limited to an underlying use case but can be extended

to further use cases and even domains in future.

Challenges for Practical Implementation
The focus of designing our blockchain-based platform for asset logging use cases is

not only on its academic contribution but also to be practically implemented and

tested. During planning and implementing our field trials, we already encountered

various challenges, gained first experiences in trial preparation, and collected feed-

back on the side of stakeholders such as commercial energy asset operators, energy

service providers, or network operators.

Prevailing Challenges and Limitations

Some of the identified challenges can be bypassed or eliminated before long, others

pose clear limitations in the field of asset logging.

Digitalization and Infrastructure

To date, data collection and in particular data transfer and processing in Germany’s

energy sector often remain a manual task [5]. Therefore, the lack of digital infras-

tructure remains a severe impediment to the implementation of digital use cases

such as asset logging. In some instances, asset data is even recorded analogously by

employees and digitalized in a subsequent step only. Furthermore, numerous assets

are not yet equipped with any measurement devices or sensors, which poses a major

obstacle to the implementation of any digital use cases. In this respect, our solution

for asset logging use cases can serve as an additional motivation for the involved

stakeholders to digitalize, although this digitalization must take place before the

platform can be implemented on a large scale.

In particular, the German SMGW rollout, which would provide a convenient way

of tamper-resistant, privacy-ensuring data collection, proceeds slowly. Due to cur-

rently unresolved legal concerns, it is unclear when SMGWs will be wide-spread

operational in Germany [52]. In contrast, similar infrastructure is already available

in other countries. Yet, the slow rollout in Germany can be bypassed by using suit-

able measurement equipment that can communicate in an E2E encrypted way with

an SSL-certified server. Such suitable measurement equipment could in some cases

also be applied to collect other types of necessary data, which cannot be collected
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with a SMGW. Other metering solutions must, however, not only guarantee the

tamper resistance of the meter, but also that the meter is connected to the correct

data generating process.

Regulation

Another potentially limiting factor for swift large-scale implementation represents

the mandatory involvement of public authorities or regulators in some of the most

promising asset logging use cases, such as the German grid regulator in the case

of the verification of balancing services[9]. The digital transformation of regulatory

processes and the necessary detailed review of compliance with regulatory guidelines

requires a great deal of time and effort and involved authorities must first appreciate

the added value of the platform before the use cases can be implemented in practise.

To implement the proposed digital use cases, these authorities must recognize the

blockchain-based proof of data integrity in their guidelines and must be able to

perform the necessary verification based on the provided data and MPs.

Governance

Furthermore, questions about blockchain governance prevail. This applies to both

blockchain used for SSI as well as the blockchain infrastructure used for the storage

of Merkle roots. Following [53], stakeholders should agree on the dimensions decision

rights, accountability, and incentive structures. For example, the operation of nodes

might not be efficient or feasible for small-scale stakeholders. However, asset owners

will still need reading and writing access. In contrast, economic benefits caused by

a high reliability of underlying data might serve as a sufficient incentive for larger

players to operate nodes themselves. Further design choices can be configured in

dependence of stakeholders’ interests. In general, there are various design choices

of how to process Merkle trees and store them on the blockchain. Moreover, also

alternative design choices with regards to the creation of Merkle trees need to be

considered. For example, larger sizes of data can be commited by recursively creating

Merkle trees. Nevertheless, the increase in commitment sizes comes with downsides

regarding the efficiency and privacy of verification. Thus, before transforming our

prototype to a productive solution, further governance- and design-related questions

should be considered. Advantages and drawbacks should be carefully balanced off.

In general, computations should be performed solely off-chain while blockchains are

used for tamper-resistant documentation purposes only.

User Acceptance

Lastly, for successful adoption of emergent technologies, user acceptance studies are

crucial [54]. This is especially so as the underlying context involves various different

stakeholder groups. Thus, in order to sucessfully implement the proposed solution,

stakeholders will need to be informed about the processing and mechansims of the

above-mentioned architecture. For example, workshop series and on-site trainings

allow to showcase the inner workings of systems and the adherence to requirements

which was previously shown to be particularly important for acceptance [55].
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Use Case Field Trials: A Sandbox Approach

To test our platform under realistic conditions despite the existing challenges, most

of which are beyond our control, we pursue a regulatory sandbox approach. The

term describes trans-disciplinary field trials of innovative solutions without nec-

essarily complying with existing regulations, which becomes possible through the

mutual consent of contractual experimentation clauses. Through this approach, we

especially circumvent legal restrictions and the issues of data collection in particu-

lar, while nonetheless demonstrating the full, unobstructed technical functionality

of the platform architecture. Nevertheless, we address the typical regulatory and

technical challenges corresponding to the usage of blockchain technology, namely

data protection [56] and scalability [50], by design to make sure that the solution is

ready to be implemented on large-scale and in production as soon as the external

dependencies have been cleared.

Resulting from the series of workshops with our company partners (see Use Case

Assessment in the Energy Sector), we found that the motivation of relevant stake-

holders involved to actively contribute to the realization of the use case beyond

mere participation is essential for a successful field trial. After consulting with our

partner companies in bilateral meetings, we decided on two motivated partners and

correspondingly on two out of the previously identified four most relevant use cases,

which are about to be implemented in the field trials:

• Warranty management – tamper-resistant asset logging for the verification of

warranty claims

• Regulatory requirements – tamper-resistant asset logging for the verification

of the provision of requested balancing services

For both use cases, we will create a sandbox environment that is as close to real

conditions as possible. For data collection, we plan to newly install appropriate

sensors and, if no alternative is available, to use synthesized asset data. To oper-

ate the actual platform, all assets will be equipped with Raspberry Pis including

LTE modules to host respective agents used for certification and communication

purposes. On this basis, assets and stakeholders can use certificates to prove their

identities. Besides a cloud-hosted Hyperledger Indy network for SSI-based inter-

actions (see Technical Background), we will also need a cloud-based blockchain

network for storing the generated Merkle trees. While any network can be used for

the latter purpose, we suggest relying on a public, permissionless network to lever

the platform’s characteristics of openness and availability. At this stage, we are in

the process of preparing the field trials, and hope to present further results on the

insights, challenges, and opportunities associated with the implementation of our

use cases in the near future.

Conclusion and Outlook
Our research in the field of asset logging in the energy sector highlighted that many

use cases offer both business relevance and scientific significance. With regards to the

identified use cases and associated requirements, we draw the following conclusions:

First, the future market potential for asset logging is high due to an already signif-

icant, but also expected increase in the number of relevant energy assets. Second,

the prospects of cost reduction and improved data protection represent the main
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drivers for stakeholders involved in the field of asset logging. Third, the applied

methodical process of exchange with partner companies allowed us to identify eight

asset logging use cases as highly relevant in the energy sector both from a business

and a research perspective. Regarding the technical solution for realizing most asset

logging use cases, we found that they must enable an ex-post verification of data

integrity, while simultaneously protecting relevant business secrets and allowing for

scalability. Furthermore, since most use cases require different types of data, a key

challenge represents the collection of signed data that is tamper-resistant from the

moment it is generated. Last, the lack of digitalization in the energy sector poses a

considerable obstacle to swift implementation.

We presented a platform architecture as a suitable technical solution for imple-

menting asset logging use cases. Any asset that can provide signed data can in prin-

ciple be connected to the platform, which therefore enables the implementation of

a range of use cases. The interplay of blockchain, Merkle proofs and E2E-encrypted

communication channels guarantees traceability, data integrity and privacy for all

participating stakeholders. Finally, the architecture is designed for cost-effective im-

plementation and scaling, i. e. it is extendable to other use cases and stakeholders.

We selected two use cases – namely warranty management and regulatory require-

ments – to be implemented in a sandbox approach. These field trials are intended to

demonstrate the functionality and acceptability of the solution to pave the way for

an implementation of asset logging use cases at larger scale in future. This is espe-

cially so, if we succeed in demonstrating the added value to relevant stakeholders in-

cluding public authorities and regulators. This will allow to increase participation in

and wide-spread acceptance of our solution. To achieve this objective, complement-

ing the SMGW infrastructure with tamper-resistant data collection processes for

other types of data represents the key necessity to be addressed in the near future.

Furthermore, our research highlights the importance of the wide-spread roll-out of

reliable and certified data measurement infrastructures such as SMGWs. Regarding

future research opportunities, we propose a detailed analysis of market potential,

feedback effects on the energy system and synergies in terms of use cases and col-

lected data. Furthermore, future research should address how the proposed data

infrastructure can be used for the processing of additional business logic. For exam-

ple, our proposed architecture can build the foundation for processing subsequent

warranty conditions. Also, as the proposed infrastructure enables verifiable data in-

tegrity, previously proposed use cases for further data processing and disbursement

such as suggested in [57] become feasible.
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Acronyms
DID Decentralized Identifier. 10, 12

E2E End-to-End. 9, 10, 12, 14, 17

LMN Local Metrological Network. 7

MP Merkle Proof. 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15

SC Smart Contract. 8, 9, 11, 12

SMGW Smart Meter Gateway. 7, 14, 15, 17

SSI Self-Sovereign Identity. 7, 9, 10, 11, 15

VC Verifiable Credential. 9, 10

VP Verifiable Presentation. 9, 10

WAN Wide Area Network. 7

ZKP Zero-Knowledge Proof. 10
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